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MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION SECTION 
 

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC 

Welcome, everyone, to the All Stars JPMorgan Fireside Chat with Nielsen. I'm Andrew Steinerman, I cover 

business information services here. I'm very proud to have CEO and CFO of Nielsen with us today. We're going 

to be here 45 minutes. If you want to email me a question, you could email me at 

andrew.steinerman@jpmorgan.com. 

 

Of course, we'll have a lively conversation here with David and Linda. David Kenny is the CEO of Nielsen. He's 

been in this role since late 2018. Previously CEO of Weather Channel, which was sold to IBM, big data science 

play there. And he was the CEO of digitized publicly traded digital ad agencies, so the Publicis, so been in this 

industry for a long time. 

 

Linda Zukauckas, came to CFO as early 2020 here at Nielsen, had a long finance career at American Express 

before that. And as I said, I'm Andrew Steinerman, I'm the business information services analyst here at 

JPMorgan. We'll have an introduction by the company and then kind of roundup of questions. Of course, I think of 

Nielsen as an info services company. So these are companies that own data and serve the end market; in 

Nielsen's case, it's the media industry. We also have a primer on the industry if anybody wants, it's called the info 

services data block; again, you could email me at andrew.steinerman@jpmorgan.com 

 

And with that, David, I'm going to hand it over to you and maybe give a quick intro to people may be less familiar 

with Nielsen at the moment. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc 

Well, thank you, Andrew. To be clear, I also think of Nielsen as info services business and every industry has one 

as their gold standard. So insurance uses Verisk and debt uses S&P and Moody's, tech uses Gartner, and media 
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uses Nielsen. And that's a position we've been privileged to earn over time and we're continuing to invest to earn 

that. 

 

There's a lot we've done in 2020 and 2021 to get ready to do that. Most importantly, we divested the other big 

division we had which was the Connect business, some knew it previously as Nielsen Buy that business focused 

on measuring packaged goods market share and that was sold to Advent. That did produce proceeds of around 

$2.2 billion, which we were able to use to pay down our debt and get our balance sheet below 4 times, and I think 

we were appropriate. And what that leaves us with is a very good info services business with the good margins 

that you expect from the industry and also a very predictable recurring revenue growth stream as we provide the 

industry three important functions. 

 

The first is we measure the audience, who watch the media and how many times did they watch it. Being able to 

do that is very important to the advertising market, and increasingly, important even to the content market to 

actually understand how things are working. 

 

With that as the base, for the advertisers, we have value-added services in outcomes, which are helping them 

also do analysis beyond the core measurement about how their advertising is working. And for those who are 

producing content, producing TV series, producing movies, producing music for the industry, Gracenote is the 

data library – the metadata library for all of that content. That has become increasingly important as most content 

is consumed on a streaming platform, because the people need to find it. 

 

And so when you're using the directory on your smart TV or in your car listening to music or searching for it on 

Google or other search engines Gracenote is underneath all of that as the core metadata library. And that has 

value in and of itself but it also gives us a lot of insights about what people are actually watching and engaging 

with and how people move from series to series and show to show, which I think will be just increasingly important 

as the world gets smarter about the way they serve the streaming customer. 

 

So a very essential foundation and two good growth engines, you know, Audience Measurement and Gracenote. 

And both of those – while historically, the media business has been pretty US-focused, streaming is a very global 

business and the platforms are global and advertising increasingly is looking for metrics and methods that can 

travel around the world through the big global advertisers and agencies. So the global expansion of our business 

is probably the third growth driver behind the two value-added services. 

 

Finally, let me take a breath. I know some of you were preparing for this conversation would have seen a lot of 

noise in the trade press around the accreditation of the Audience Measurement business; in the United States 

through the Media Ratings Council. And that derives from things we had to do during the global pandemic, 

especially in 2020 up until the point that we had vaccines earlier this year. 

 

So when vaccines were not widely available, most governments and states and communities asked that only 

essential services be out in public and be in people's homes. They didn't view what we do as an essential service. 

There's a lot we can do with our meters remotely. And so we did a lot of work to maintain our panels. We 

continued to work outside people's homes, but we didn't go into the homes. That made it harder to bring our new 

panelists because we couldn't go in to hook up the meters. And over time, it caused some maintenance backlog, 

particularly sort of 9, 10 months, where things might have gone wrong. And we didn't catch them or fix them all 

from outside the home. And so that technically brought up the size of the panel below the target level. And I think 

there was some criticism about our communication of the many things we had to change during the pandemic. 

And for that reason, the accreditation was suspended. 
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To be clear, we believe in accreditation. And I think it's a useful imprimatur on the work we do. And so we 

continue to have a very healthy relationship with the MRC to bring that back. I'm happy to tell you that of the – 

panel being below its target, 75% of that has already been made up. We're adding panelists every day now. And I 

certainly expect us to be at the right size by the end of the year. We are working on some of the things that we 

can improve on communication, transparency and disaster recovery, which were the other things the MRC asked 

us to deal with. And we'll certainly talk to them again about accreditation next year as we work through that. 

 

That said, none of our contracts require accreditation. And so there isn't a near-term economic hit. There's just 

some noise hits. And we still absolutely produce the best measure of media in the marketplace. And Nielsen 

continues to be the currency. There's a lot of other people who are arguing maybe they should also be currency; 

many of them already have contracts with the sellers but buyers aren't buying it. And even the upfront, which we 

just concluded earlier this summer, that was all underwritten by Nielsen currency. 

 

So I believe we continue to provide a very useful robust service. I have a great deal of confidence in our 

estimates. I think we absolutely have the right methods. And I think MRC did its job, it's letter of the law on the 

standards. And while we weren't able to maintain those standards during the pandemic, we are now. And we're 

very committed to that. So we will get through this. And I think we remain very much committed to the roadmap 

we shared with our investors in December if you haven't seen and the Nielsen ONE plan is still very much on 

track. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
 

QUESTION AND ANSWER SECTION 
 

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Yeah. So before we get into the Nielsen ONE plan, which the currency officially launches fourth quarter of 2022 of 

next year and then completely transitions from 2024, I just want to talk about the comment that you just said, hey, 

we're going to get our panel size back up to the necessary level. And we're already on that journey, and then, 

next year we'll reengage MRC about accreditation or reinstalling accreditation. 

 

I just want to make sure the two things aren't tied. You're not waiting for Nielsen ONE to launch to get reaccredit, 

right? You're going to get your panel size back up to the necessary levels and then engage the MRC in a matter 

of, kind of, let's call it, months from now, not a year from now to get reaccredited, right? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
Yeah. So they're not linked. So to produce the products that we have today with the television ratings, the sample 

needs to be – technically the cutoff is 41,000 and change, and we're at 40,000. So we'll continue to add panelists 

and rotate panelists, so the tenure is the right amount as well. So as soon as we have things in place, we'll go 

back with the checklist and have that discussion. So we're going to do that. 

 

At the same time, Andrew, you're right, we are migrating it. And always the plan was to produce an added metric, 

which is a common metric which measures the audience, whether they watch linear television or streaming in the 

same way. And that data will be out there and people will have both for a year or so. And then, when we get to 

2024, we'll retire the legacy. So we will also want accreditation on the new method. But we're not just accrediting 

the new method, we're going to continue to deliver the current method and migrate. So what we said we were 

going to do, we're still doing. Nothing's changed about that. And we're still on the same timetable. 
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Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Okay. Perfect. So could you talk a little bit more about the Nielsen ONE timetable? Surely, I know that the graph 

that's put up and hasn't changed. In particular, when I think about the Nielsen ONE road map is really kind of 

sharing data whatever you want to call the demonstration data to the industry. And so when discussing the 

Nielsen ONE road map, when do you feel like the buyers and sellers are going to be able to see this kind of new 

integrated comparable one currency grade data? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
Listen, we have some group of advisors that we're working with now. And I don't think it's just seeing the data. It's 

also working with them on their own workflow. Because Nielsen is so deeply embedded in planning systems, 

buying systems, agency systems. So helping them understand how much more they can do if they just have a 

view of the total audience off the same platform and they're not trying to piece together multiple measurements is 

very exciting. 

 

So I think we – and the currency largely gets decided by advertisers and agencies. They decide how they want to 

buy and most sellers adapt to that. So we are more focused on the buy side or the demand side of the equation 

right now so that they can understand it. And I think it'll be private to some design partners initially and hopefully 

sometime towards the end next year it will be more publicly out there, so that people can understand it and, as I 

said, then compare the methods until we get everybody comfortable on the new method. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Right. And then, also about seeing data with your big data partners and you have four key big data partners, 

Roku, VIZIO, DISH and DirecTV, I actually think there's sort of two steps here, right? There's one steps of adding 

the big data to your current national panel and then what really Nielsen ONE about is next year having it all in one 

process, one platform, de-duplicated. And so just if you can, just tell us when will the buyers and sellers of ads 

see the effect of the big data partners that you have now and when will it be in that Nielsen ONE format? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
So we just communicated to the clients that starting in September we'll produce impact data which is not the 

currency, but they're seeing ratings calculated with this big data in the mix. Because as you said Roku and VIZIO 

are very helpful, particularly on streaming because we can use ACR to actually see what do people stream, and 

then, the satellite guys are good to sort of approximate what people are seeing on cable and satellite 

subscriptions. 

 

So all that's coming in, and so people can see that. And fundamentally, I think the estimates are similar but more 

stable. There's less fluctuation when you've got more data in the system. So they'll be able to understand that 

now. Then the next thing – again, the next thing we'll see next year is all the streaming -including streaming 

platforms like an Amazon Prime, or a Vevo, or a YouTube, or even a Netflix because we're measuring time spent. 

They'll see all of that on the same metric next year. And that's what they're kind of used to, we're not just doing 

share of legacy TV, we're doing a share of total TV next year. But the big data probably they'll see in TV – in 

legacy TV now, September. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
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Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Right. And you also talked about the importance of submitted TV data. Why is that so important? And will that be 

integrated into the national panel by the end of this year? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
So submitted is important – fundamentally, submitted exists today in the digital space. You can be quite precise in 

digital like this ad showed at this moment to this this many people. And TV historically started with average 

quarter hour, which still works in some of the local markets. And you were looking at a time block and sort of an 

average for that time block to apply to that ad. So there's a lot more precision with sub-minute. 

 

And ultimately, we believe someone has to reach the highest standard out there, not the average – and the 

highest standard is the digital standard. And so that's why it was important to measure everything on a sub-minute 

basis. That does – the new meter technology can do that, but that – it's important that we rotate the panel and 

bring in new people with the most advanced meters to do that. 

 

I would say that process is going to take most of 2022. Part of the reason we're looking for the end of 2022 is that 

at that point all panelists will be on the new meter, all panelists will have stream meters, all panelists will have the 

ability to be measured on a sub-minute basis. So you can see data today from the part of the panel that's on the 

new meter. But what is important is that it'll all be on it and that's going to be – this is going to take another year or 

so to get done. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Right. So you're saying – I think you're saying by a year from now all the panelists will have the same meter? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
By the end of 2022, I wouldn't say exactly... 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Okay. Whatever. By the end of 2022, when everyone will have [indiscernible] (16:28) because right now, there's a 

real mosaic of what hardware and software is out there in the Nielsen families? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
There is – I mean, we have been retiring the oldest ones even during the pandemic. So it's better than it was six 

months ago, but it'll be even better six months from now. And so we'll share statistical data along the way, but I 

wouldn't make it currency until we add everything on the new meter. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Great. You probably remember on the second quarter conference call I asked you, if you need more than four big 

data partners – obviously, you have Roku, VIZIO, DISH and DirecTV. And you said we really don't need more big 
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data partners. We will still explore them and see if they make sense and do a cost-benefit analysis to add them. 

But I have to tell you even though that was your response then, I'm sure it's your response now. 

 

I am surprised that you don't feel like you need more than four big data partners, because obviously, one, there's 

overlap of those four and then there's probably whitespace. And I surely appreciate how you're going to calibrate 

it with your panel. But I just – somehow I feel like I don't know how four is enough. And I know there's been a 

mention of those four will have 100 million devices. But of those 100 million devices, is that a large percentage of 

the homes? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
Yeah. Let me say, I mean, statistics are always from a panel, and there's nobody out there, no measurement that 

has all data from all sources. So you look the diminishing returns. What I would say is I continue to look at data 

sources. When you asked the question last time, you asked specifically about cable set-top boxes. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Yeah. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
And that's the declining part of the market. So we're always – we're going to look at that. But I am looking for more 

ways to get smart TV data, more ways to get data off streams, so that we better understand the growing part of 

the market. Quite honestly, I think, we're investing in data – I think other data sources of mobile phones and 

tablets because people – those have become televisions also. 

 

I'm not saying we're not investing in more data. I think what is important is that we continue to invest in data and 

where the market's going and where the audience is going, not on the legacy delivery platforms. I will always 

bring in data where I can strike the right deal. But our focus has been on beyond Roku and VIZIO where else we 

get streaming data and how we get streaming data across multiple devices. That I think is the whitespace we 

have to keep our eye on the most. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Right. So maybe let me ask it a little different way, because your answer did make sense to me. You already said, 

we don't need more set-top box providers, but we may be quite interested in more streaming providers. So when 

you look at Roku and VIZIO, what percentage of the streaming market do you feel like that covers? I surely 

recognize you're also talking about your Nielsen panelists having streaming meters as well. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
Yeah. Well, and again, the panel is a statistical probabilistic model, the full senses of Roku and VIZIO, they're two 

very big players, but I would still say they're not half. So there's still more to be looked at even in that arena. 

They're very solid. You can predict from them. But I think we continue to look at sort of the behavior on other 

streaming platforms and make sure we cover that. 
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I should also be clear those are general data sources but when we – the biggest ad-sponsored streaming platform 

is YouTube. And we measure that and they've been quite public about that. And there are integrations. So I think 

we know that data. What we don't have is the full rights to use that data in a general approximation. But in terms 

of understanding the market, we've got many other direct integrations as well, which give us a good view of 

everything people are streaming. So the model is quite robust. It's not just Roku and VIZIO. There's also the direct 

integrations that help us as well. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Right. But would you want reuse rights to that data from like Google, because – would it bias the data? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
I think, all of the – this is the reason why even as our estimates are produced from all these data sources, it is why 

the empirical panel is so important to validate it, because there is noise, it's why we moved our digital ad ratings 

off from Facebook identity to a more holistic identity. It is really important, as you say, do not be biased by any 

individual data source. So any rights we get we'll use, but we're always going to calibrate that with an empirical 

dataset. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Right. So tell us a little bit about the local TV accreditation from MRC. I believe that came off before this most 

recent kerfuffle, and it was about broadband-only cord cutting households. And surely I noted the press release 

that Nielsen put out this week about adding again broadband-only households to local measurement. 

 

And so just talk about that. Obviously, it's important to put a local measurement with broadband households. But 

my question is, what does that put in terms of the timeframe of getting the local measurement reaccredited by the 

MRC? Is it roughly on the same timeframe as you just mentioned the national is months – we'll reengage them as 

we get the panel size right? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
Yeah. Well, first of all, I think at this point probably things will be connected. But I would say, there's been an 

argument for some time with the station groups around local measurement, because historically local 

measurement was your share of people who had access to local. And MRC started in 1964. At that point, 

everybody had access. There were broadcast rules. And as things came along, it's been our belief that you need 

to measure everyone. And what was especially important was cord cutters, so 40% of American households 

today no longer have a cable subscription. Of that, about a third do have an antenna. So the local measurement 

was the measurement of people with a cable subscription or people who had an antenna. But it excluded people 

who were broadband-only, which means they didn't have an antenna or a cable subscription. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Right. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
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David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
We believed that was a flawed measure because there are communities, DMAs, marketing areas, cities, where a 

third of the people are in the category of – they don't have a cable subscription and they don't have an antenna 

and yes that makes it pretty hard for them to get a local signal. But that doesn't mean they're not people and that 

doesn't mean they shouldn't count on market share and if you're an advertiser you don't really care, if you're an 

advertiser you just care what percentage of the population did I reach and so there was a big debate about this 

and MRC takes a vote of the members. So that was the reason why local was on our hiatus before national was 

in argument over this. 

 

In the end, the back and forth on it was, yes, people finally did come around that it needs to be in there, they 

wanted us to kind of do a universe estimate, which means, we're kind of clear what the percentages of Broadband 

Only Homes, we're reticent to do that because it keeps growing every week, but we probably will end up – we are 

going to end up with something that's sort of a quarterly estimates, so there's some stability, but we've got to keep 

measuring as people cut the cord, I think, we do not serve the industry well to exclude that. You can feel better for 

a moment, but it's kind of like saying you're the tallest of the seven dwarfs, ultimately you need to know the total 

population and Nielsen's promise is to do that. 

 

So what we announced on Tuesday was, yes, they're all going in at the end of the year, so starting January 1. 

And in order to be able to measure digital and broadcast together, we're going to make the default to report on a 

number of impressions because that's kind of a common unit versus have a local rating and a digital impression. 

So this actually moves local much closer to the Nielsen ONE metric. 

 

What I was pleased about and I think this is kind of a new face of Nielsen is that we had the CEO of Nexstar, the 

CEO of Hearst, the Head of MANGA Global and the Head of Harmelin, so two big agencies, two big station 

groups endorse the move and I think this – what you're seeing from Nielsen is a, I think, increased focus on 

bringing the industry with us to Nielsen ONE and local went from one that was pretty against where we were 

going to one that was publicly supportive. So... 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
A good point. Good point. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
I feel like it's a big step in the right direction. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
And then on reaccreditation for the local, is it that also kind of months not many, many, many months away, in 

terms of engaging and being ready to convince MRC that you're back where you need to be? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
The feedback was on both, I mean they both have the same panel, so as the panel size gets right, it'll be right for 

both, processes are becoming common, I think in the future – I also hope we move to a point that we just accredit 

video, because that's really... 
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Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Right. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
...what the advertisers are buying. So there's some modernization required there as well, but in the near-term I 

would say local and national are probably going to happen concurrently. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Right. I know there's been some obvious tension with the broadcast networks, you've just mentioned the 

endorsements of the ad agencies and your move around local, do you feel like you're gaining momentum more 

broadly for the advertisers and ad agencies, in terms of embracing Nielsen ONE and in particular have they seen 

kind of demonstration data or is it really just more of a kind of shared interest at this point? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
Yeah. Listen, I think it's beyond shared interests. I think they've seen methodologies as I put it, they're getting the 

data calculated in the production systems is what's happening now and will happen throughout the next year. So 

– and some agencies and big advertisers are helping us get that right until it goes out more publicly. So it's early 

days. That said, I would say the advertisers have long wanted cross-media. They were clear what they wanted 

was some degree of standard out of the WFA, two years ago wanted ANA, last year saw the World Federation of 

Advertisers and the American National Advertisers. So I would say they like where we're going. And we continue 

to have a good dialogue. 

 

I would say they were also really clear they do want to make sure that there maintains an accreditation standard. I 

think they're very happy we continue to be audited because it's a big investment. All advertising starts with 

advertisers and they want to know that they're getting what they are paid for. And I think they still very much trust 

that Nielsen is going to does that today and we'll do that even better with Nielsen ONE. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Okay. That makes sense to us. Talk a little bit about kind of the NBC 70 vendors that were RFPed by NBC to say 

they're kind of part of their media measurement, let's call it, ecosystem. Surely, there's a lot of kind of point 

players that are very focused on a capability, which I don't know if they're going to say this, but maybe got a 

deeper on a specific point than Nielsen. And so when you look at those kind of 70 and I'm just going to list off 

some of them, VideoAmp, TVSquared, iSpot, Conviva, Truthset, TVision, Dumbstruck, are all these competitors 

to Nielsen or when I look at that kind of martech landscape, it just seems like it's a pretty broad landscape and 

pretty specific what each of the players do and surely Nielsen is not trying to be everything, are some of these 

providers more collaborators to Nielsen than competitors? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
Yeah. I mean, I can go through each one as you mentioned. So they all do different things, some do ad 

attributions, some bring in a CR data from Smart TVs, some have set-box data, a couple are owned by cable 
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companies. So people have their angle on it and they've got some insights, which are useful, none of them gives 

the total view that we do, the audience and none of them really have the empirical validation that we do and some 

of them are actually partners, some of them – you work with Nielsen as well. So martech is a big space, I don't 

see any of them as – maybe a couple have aspirations, I don't view of any of them can be even close to 

something that could be a standard currency. I guess my analogy if I take other things you're covering about 

services, so in the corporate jet markets there is a rating from Moody's or S&P that's a foundation and then there's 

a lot of additional tools that people use to make individual company specific decisions on whether to loan it, how 

to price, insurance, Verisk is a foundation. And then every insurance company has their own special sauce. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Right. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
So these companies are really useful as special sauce sometimes by the sellers to tell their stories, sometimes by 

the buyers. And I think that all works well, if you start but first you need the fundamental foundation. How many 

people saw it and how often do they see it, which, I think we do. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Right. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
Some of them might compete a little more on the outcomes for the Nielsen than the audience measurement part. 

So – and I don't think that particular RFPs produce a clear winner or even a combination. I was in a combination 

that is going to be interoperable in a way that it could remotely replicate what we do. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Right. So I've seen Nielsen being very vocal by saying for the most part we don't do ad targeting. I look at the 

company, I'm taking your words. You look at a company like Trade Desk and you're like, hey, those are much 

more of a partner than a competitor. They're doing something else, but when you look at the list that I gave you 

just now, I can list it off again if you'd like which of those do you see as more partners like we really don't do that 

or we don't need to be the only ones doing that? Which one of those do you view as partners already? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
Listen to me, I mean, VideoAmp uses some of our data. I like what they do. I think they created some better tools 

for targeting. I think TVSquared is really about attribution. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Yes. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
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David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
And I look at that and think that's great. They improve people's understanding of the value of their advertising. 

That's good for the advertising economy. And in turn that's good for Nielsen. So I think those that are really 

creating some value-added services around specific targeting and specific companies helping them connect their 

first-party data to our data is very – it's useful to the ecosystem and quite honestly useful to us. 

 

Interestingly enough, do I think we should do a better job with ecosystem? Yes. Do I think now that we become a 

cloud-based system that our components are done in micro services, can we do a better job of integrating the 

ecosystem the way other platforms have, absolutely. So I'd like to work with some of them even more than we do 

today. And if all this current noise as people get to a world, which is streaming first help us bring the ecosystem 

together, I think that would be good for the industry and quite honestly good for Nielsen. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
That sounds right. Okay. Talk about Gracenote really kind of integrating that on the Audience Measurement side, 

and obviously Gracenote as the metadata of content. And you really want it to be kind of the standard industry 

identifier for monetizing content. Where do we stand today in that? And just talking about Gracenote and the 

ambitions you have there, what are you most excited about in terms of how Gracenote could be better leveraged 

for content monetization going forward than it already has been? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
Yeah. So first of all, Gracenote is our most global business. And so, as we look at streaming and I believe every 

time we're talking you'll find streaming will be a bigger percentage of the Nielsen business because it's a bigger 

percentage of media. And Gracenote is entirely a streaming platform. Its streaming partners, its customers are 

more global and we've taken it into many more countries too, most recently we announced Poland. And so that is 

really creating a common methodology [indiscernible] (35:16) Library of Congress for streaming content, which we 

do and the network effect of that on a global basis is phenomenal. So that ability to sort of be embedded in the 

streaming systems around the world is a starting point by which we can bring the Audience Measurement and 

even Outcomes into those markets. 

 

So I think people in the US think we started with ratings, we added Outcomes and Gracenote, but in a lot of parts 

of the world we actually started with Gracenote. And Gracenote takes us to streamers and we measure streaming 

first and then we'll connect back to the linear side where we need to. So I'm excited about it as a standalone 

business. I'm also excited about how it really is a foundation of our global strategy, number one. 

 

I think number two, the business model of content distribution is in a lot more flux than advertising even and you 

see this and you follow the industry and like the debate about theatrical releases and then when it's on television 

and then when it's on streaming, people are changing all of that. And studios that are connected as streaming 

platforms are happening, streaming platforms like Netflix, the Emmys were won by Netflix and Apple this year. So 

the streaming platforms have become studios. That mix for people who produce content they need some way to, 

first of all, know when they sold the rights what happened to it. So Gracenote is a great way to track like, where is 

this content shown up and who's watched it, and how many times and how is that audience is building? 

 

It's a great way for people to discover new content. It's a great way for our recommendation engines to work 

down. People recommend what to do next on content. It's a great way to hold a mirror up on how diverse the cast 
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is? How diverse the editors and producers and show runners are? So there's just so much richness that helps the 

Content business mature, become more data-driven, get a greater understanding of how content flows. It's super 

important, because all of these models were built, I'm a studio, I sell through it a network, the network gets 

carriage on a cable company and I got to make the next movie. There's so much more we can tell the producers 

now and the distributors out of Gracenote, which, I think, is just going to help them be a lot more effective and 

really deliver a better media experience to the audience. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Okay. That makes sense. So I'm going to talk to you about SVOD viewers. You can imagine the stable income 

household has a fair number of SVOD subscriptions, I like Loki and Ted Lasso and obviously these are without 

ads. And so my question to you is how is Nielsen going to help advertisers find me where increasingly I watch 

shows without ads and then my question back to you, of course, also is, is this going to be as commercial for 

Nielsen as we continue to find a segment of viewers increasingly watching SVOD without ads. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
Yeah. And so you point out the reason you need validation because we do it, you may be in the category of the 

4% obviously have 15 or more streaming services. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Not that many, but yes many. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
Well, and then there's a box that have like 10 to 15, so we track all that. More affluent people tend to have more 

services, less affluent people have less or none. Media needs to serve everybody. So – and quite honestly 

advertisers need to reach everybody, so we're helping to segment the market for sure. At the high-end, where 

people have a lot of streaming services, our measuring every – and this is why it's so important to measure 

everything. It's important for advertisers to know that there may only be 15% of your total time when you can be 

reached out in an ad. You might still watch Squawk Box in the morning and you might watch sports. 

 

So I will would say live programming is increasingly valuable as more entertainment programming has gone to an 

ad free format. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Right. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
So that's number one. So knowing the total market and knowing the availability market actually puts you a better 

price on scarcity. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  
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Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Right. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
And Nielsen is more valuable, the more scarce the inventory is because the more important is that you actually 

price that properly and to price that properly you need to know a 100% of the time, to know what the available 

time is worth. All right, as people price anything, including [indiscernible] (40:04) scarcity really matter. So that's 

number one. 

 

And I think the second part is, as SVOD businesses create AVOD components or people want a price what's the 

value of an ad sponsor model versus an ad free model as a limited number of units go into pre-rolls like all of that 

pricing between the buyer and seller. Again you've got to know, a 100% know what it is worth, kind of know what 

the take rate is with the audience as pricing models evolve. So that's – I think all of that data is more important as 

publishers, platforms and advertisers sort that out. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
So I have a two more questions, we have 5 more minutes. Linda you were great about laying out a very specific 

medium-term algorithm for us to look at in terms of organic revenue growth and margin expansion over the 

medium-term. And this was laid out at the previous Analyst Day. My question is do you feel like that – those 

targets will be kind of progressively achieved in the next couple few years to come. Or are there really any times 

that real stairsteps to achieve that – like for example when we retire the legacy currency or anything like that. So 

again when thinking about the medium-term algo – you'll have to remind that again, if it was said, what the end 

year is for the medium-term algo? And are there any stairsteps along the way that we should think about in 

margins or growth. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Linda K. Zukauckas 
Chief Financial Officer, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
Yeah. So for the broader group what Andrew is referring to is what we put out there for our medium-term 

framework – financial framework, which we published at Investor Day. And that was a three year horizon Andrew, 

so it went through 2023 and we do still feel good about the targets that we put out there at Investor Day. 

 

To your question with regard to how we see that playing out over the period. I will remind that it was actually on 

December 8, the day before Investor Day that we announced Nielsen ONE. So it was certainly contemplated in 

what we put out there for our medium-term targets. 

 

With regard to timing, we certainly have guidance on the Street right now for 2021 and we haven't been more 

specific about the three year period, but continue to stand behind what we put out there for the medium-term 

targets. 

 

If we think more broadly about how we see things playing out, I will just remind that we did have, a first half of the 

year that was a bit stronger than our expectations, and that did not pull through dollar for dollar and changes to 

our guidance. Instead we held back a little bit of flexibility. And so that has helped us with regard to incremental 

investments that we've made in the panel during the course of the year, which we think is super important and 

we're prioritizing those investments. 
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Margin expansion in particular is going to be over the horizon and through a combination of different levers, 

certainly the revenue growth in line with the targets that we put out there at Investor Day and importantly more 

emphasis on cost discipline and operating efficiencies. And that is part of the larger culture change that you're 

seeing across the company. And it's playing out entirely in line with our expectations. So we feel good about what 

we put out there in the way of targets. And again the medium-term timeline that we considered was through the 

end of 2023. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC Q 
Perfect. So last question is on ESG, obviously this is a European audience, I find that my ESG questions more 

come from European audiences. I personally would say that what I've seen the most in terms of E, S and G at 

Nielsen is diversity and inclusion and really being kind of very vocal and clear about it and I'm really able to 

observe as well. So my question is, when you think about your ESG scores and you don't have to be specific 

about which ESG score you're looking, what do you think is driving that? Is it the E, the S or the G and are there 

places you think you could improve your ESG score? 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc A 
First of all, I actually think it were a better business because we focus on making sure that we are good 

responsible citizens and we're an American company that is governed by the UK, generally we're a UK company 

by charter. But for me it's the way I want to lead the company. I think it matters to our people. I think it matters to 

our clients. It matters to our purpose of creating a better media future for all people. 

 

I am happy that people like JUST Capital put us on the JUST 100, we're the media industry leader for four years 

in a row. Dow Jones certainly has this high up on the Sustainability North America Index, part of FTSE4Good 

Index, Bloomberg Gender Equality. So these things matter to us. Our board pays attention to them. I pay attention 

to them and they happen. 

 

I would say our environmental footprint is mostly real estate, I mean a lot of that's rented. So we do everything we 

can. But I think industries that are producing more and using more carbon fuels probably have a bigger role to 

play than we do. We do everything we can. 

 

And diversity is pretty essential, because our panel methodology is really designed to make sure that all races, all 

genders, all sexual preferences are adequately represented in media and that media serves all people and no 

one else is doing that. You brought up SVOD you want to be very careful that you don't just have a media for rich 

people, right, that you have media for all. And Nielsen uniquely does that. And I think that holds the whole media 

industry accountable for its purpose to unite people not divide them and it holds them accountable to make sure 

nobody is left behind. Everybody needs media to be educated. Everybody needs media to be informed. People 

need media to vote properly. And so, our ability to do that is super important. And because our product is that way 

it also is reflected in our own leadership team, our own population, our folks who are in the field dealing with the 

panel and I really believe the diversity of Nielsen, its ability to approach everyone with equity and in the company 

and in the product makes us the stronger product, makes our product more valuable. So I think it delivers 

economic return in addition to good ESG scores. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Andrew C. Steinerman 
Analyst, JPMorgan Securities LLC 
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Excellent. What a – well said, last comment. I think this is a good time to end the discussion. David and Linda, 

thank you for joining us at the All Stars Conference at JPMorgan. We really appreciate your participation and the 

dialogue today. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc 

Thank you, Andrew. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

Linda K. Zukauckas 
Chief Financial Officer, Nielsen Holdings Plc 

Thank you, Andrew. 
 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

David W. Kenny 
Chief Executive Officer & Director, Nielsen Holdings Plc 

Good to be with you. 
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